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Rocket launch live video

Dustin NelsonSday 4/8/2020 at 7:22 p.m. Three astronauts will be deployed to the International Space Station (ISS) 14 days before launch. On April 9, NASA astronauts Chris Cassidy and Anatoly Ivanishin and Ivan Vagner from the Russian space agency Roscosmos will fly from Kazakhstan with their final destination in Earth orbit. Aboard the ISS will become Expedition 63.
NASA TV will be streaming launches, plugging in to the ISS, and the hatch opens so you can see each stage of the flight. (All three phases can be streamed in the video player below.) Coverage will begin at 9:05 a.m. EST, and the Soyuz spacecraft is expected to launch at 4:05 a.m. The next phases will take place at a more reasonable viewing time for viewers in the US. The
fitting will begin at 9.30am, with the actual flaming expected to take place at 10.15am. Then the hatch opening is scheduled for noon. That's when the three travelers will face expedition 62, which is still on the ISS. This crew includes Andrew Morgan (who actually started with Expedition 60), Jessica Meir and Oleg Skripochka.Quarantine procedure initiated by the astronauts is
standard procedure, but became even more important when COVID-19 erupted. This process ensures that they are not sick or incubate diseases when they reach the space station and are called health stabilization, NASA wrote in an update on COVID-19 and its missions. Three astronauts from Expedition 62 are expected to return to Earth on April 17. Cassidy, Ivanishin and
Vagner will be the only three on the ISS by mid-May, when NASA and SpaceX will launch the crew of SpaceX's Dragon test flight. It will be the first time astronauts from the US have launched since 2011. Here are the best stellar events you can see this month, or stay in a stream of northern lights from home. Sign up here for our daily Thrillist email address and subscribe here to
our YouTube channel to get your correction best in food/drink/entertainment. Dustin Nelson is a senior writer at Thrillist. Follow him @dlukenelson. Food Einfach und so lecker! Hacks &amp; Tipps Erstaunlich, was die alles können! DIY Ultimatives Urlaubsfeeling! DIY Super schön und praktisch! Food Lass dich inspirieren. Weihnachten mit HGTV Ideen &amp; Inspiration DIY Viel
Spaß für deinen Vierbeiner. DIY Das perfection Geschenk DIY Perfect für die kalte Jahreszeit Herbst auf HGTV Süße Herbst-Deko! Herbst auf HGTV Super spicy! Herbst auf HGTV Vorbereitung auf den Winter Herbst auf HGTV Auf core Halloween-Party der Hit! Herbst auf HGTV Aus Woll-Filz! Herbst auf HGTV Joana Gaines-Style! Herbst auf HGTV Perfections Herbst-DIY
Hacks &amp; Tipps 7 Tipps, die dein Leben ordnen Gardening Wir geben dir Tipps. DIY Super ökologisch und unterschiedlich einsetzbar. DIY Für das Sommergefühl zuhause DIY Natürlches Flair für deine vier Räume. SpaceX will try again today to launch its 20th launch. A space mission to the International Space Station (ISS) one day after the planned launch was suspended
due to inconvening weather. You can see the event in full on NASA's free livestream above. With the help of a Falcon 9 rocket, SpaceX will carry cargo to the ISS, known as CRS-18, (hopefully) on Thursday, July 25, at 3:01 p.m. .m. PT will fly from Cape Canaveral Air Station in Florida. The mission was stalling at the last possible minute on Wednesday due to cloudy, stormy
weather in the area. Thursday's forecasts don't look much better - there's a 25% chance of rainfall around launch time, and there could be thunderstorms early in the day. Wednesday was a busy day for SpaceX. When she scratched out the Launch of the Falcon 9 in Florida, she had to abort a separate test launch of the Starhopper spacecraft in South Texas. The reusable mission
will deliver a significant amount of new tools for experiments and investigations on the ISS, including a 3D printer that will eventually be able to print human organs using stem cells. The CRS-18 shipment will also bring supplies for expertise that will determine how low gravity affects rocks and microbes, with the goal of extracting resources from the rocks themselves. There are
also some necessities for space gardening – one experiment will try to grow moss in space that could eventually be used as food or to produce oxygen for future missions to the space station or even Mars. In addition to experimental equipment and essentials such as food, water and oxygen, the Dragon spacecraft will deliver a new trailer adapter to the ISS. The cargo weighs
more than 2,500 kilograms (5,500 pounds) and is expected to arrive at the station by Saturday, assuming the last launch attempt goes well. The next Falcon 9 launch will be in August and deliver the Amos 17 communications satellite, which is expected to provide broadband over Africa, the Middle East and Europe. NASA's transfer launch will begin Thursday at 2:45 p..m PT. You
can watch it live in the player above. Recommendations from the Editors for bold to go where no GoPro has gone before. There have been no shortage of great games recently, from Overwatch to Doom, so it's possible that you have covered all your game needs. But if you're ready for something new to play, you're lucky, as a whole new series of video games is starting next week.
While there are no major new releases, you'll find something for everyone, regardless of whether you're in mech shooters, endlessly deep strategic games, or a vehicular fight. Read on for all the information you need about the games starting week 4, 2016. Rocket League: Collector's Edition Release date: July 5, 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC Rocket League is
a futuristic sports game in which fast, hyperresponsive vehicles roar through the arena, trying to knock the ball into an opponent's goal. Think of it as a football with cars. This is It doesn't sound so exciting, especially to people who don't like sports games, but believe me, it's great. The game has been out for a while as a digital download, but it's finally getting a $30 physical edition
that comes with all the extra cars and objects that are released in the expansion game. 2. Furi Release date: July 5, 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4 and PC Unlike most games, Furi does not obsess with standard enemies. This game is all about the boo's bosses. Literally, every enemy you fight is the boss. You're equipped with swords and guns to destroy these powerful weaklings
in quick combat. Every boss is different, with a unique style of fighting you have to aklematize if you want to win. This is a elegant, colorful game that requires quick reflexes and a strategic eye. This game has got some good buzzing, so it might be worth checking out. 3. Banner Saga 2 Release date: July 5, 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4 If your interests move from Vikings to
strategic turn-based games, Banner Saga 2 will be immediately down your street. Your army has taken a desperate march across the country and taken over opposing armies to gain power and ultimately to win the Great War. It's a fairly standard strategy game, but it's wrapped in a skint-like but moving story - much like its excellent predecessor. Thankfully, the characters are
wonderful, and the graphics and presentation are top-notch. 4. Energy Hook Release date: July 5, 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4 Nearly a decade and a half ago, Spider-Man 2 started on PlayStation 2, and players lost their minds. It was a pretty standard Spidey action game, but with one big twist: a great web-slinging mechanic. The game let players swing freely through the
skyscrapers of downtown Manhattan, landing on rooftops, and jump off. It was so much fun to do that many people ignored the rest of the game to spend hours swinging together. The technical director of this game has made a new indie game all about swing. There's no story in Energy Hook. It's just a game about swinging and doing points tricks. Whether that's enough to keep
the gamers' attention in 2016 is to be seen. Look for estimates when energy hook comes out. 5. Romance of the Three Kingdoms XIII Release date: 5 July 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4 and PC As you can tell by the number in the title, the romance of the Three Kingdom series has been for some time (since 1985, to be exact). Like others, this installment is a deep strategic game
set in China between 220 and 280. Not only do you have recruiters, train and control different types of military units, but you also have a place to manage and diplomacy to get after. Oh, and you can choose from more than 700 characters to play as. In other words, this is a game you'll probably have to spend many hours if you want to succeed. 6th Inside Release Date: July 7,
2016 Platforms: PC From the makers of the tremously sumoly but wonderful game Limbo comes Inside, the game Looks... very dark, yet wonderful. Like his predecessor, it's speechless about a boy who's on the run in a dangerous world. You will encounter many enemies that you will have to avoid instead of fighting, and solve environmental puzzles that take some creative
thinking to work through. The game has been getting rave reviews on Xbox One, so check if it sounds like your kind of stuff. 7. Carmageddon: Max Damage Release date: July 8, 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4 and Xbox One Vehicular combat is not a genre that you see many presented these days, but for players who need some automotive destruction, Carmageddon: Max
Damage has engulfed you. As you can probably from the title, this is an over-the-top game that has vehicles trying to cause as much damage to each other as any other as any pedestrian, animal, and even aliens you find in 10 levels. It's a bloody game, but it's not taken seriously at all. 8. Hawken Release date: July 8, 2016 Platforms: PlayStation 4 Giant battle mechs duke it out in
this free-to-play shooter. You and your teammates jump into fast, agile shings equipped with heavy artillery and engage in good old-fashioned first-person battles. The game received narrower reviews when it launched on PC a few years ago, most critics cite the payment model as a problem. If you want to fight heavy metals for free, you don't have to leave a dime on it. (The
editor's note: I personally enjoyed the heck out of this game two years ago.) Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: List:
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